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Kohonen Maps E. Oja 1999-07-02 The Self-Organizing Map, or Kohonen Map, is one of the most widely used neural network algorithms, with thousands of applications
covered in the literature. It was one of the strong underlying factors in the popularity of neural networks starting in the early 80's. Currently this method has been
included in a large number of commercial and public domain software packages. In this book, top experts on the SOM method take a look at the state of the art and the
future of this computing paradigm. The 30 chapters of this book cover the current status of SOM theory, such as connections of SOM to clustering, classification,
probabilistic models, and energy functions. Many applications of the SOM are given, with data mining and exploratory data analysis the central topic, applied to large
databases of financial data, medical data, free-form text documents, digital images, speech, and process measurements. Biological models related to the SOM are also
discussed.
Modern Indian Theatre Nandi Bhatia 2009 India has witnessed a steady increase in dramatic activity since the late nineteenth century through multiple forms and
practices. Modern Indian Theatre: An Anthology brings together writings that speak to the historical contexts from which such practices emerged-colonization, cultural
suppression and appropriation, intercultural transformations brought about by the impact of the colonial forces, and acute critical engagement with socio-political issues
brought about by the hopes and failures of Independence. The volume addresses pertinent questions like how drama influences social change, the response of drama
to the emergence and domination of mass media and the proliferation and influence of western media in India, and how mediations of gender, class, and caste influence
drama, its language, forms, and aesthetics.
A Mortal Song Megan Crewe 2016-09-13 When the heir to a spirit kingdom discovers she is a human changeling raised as a decoy, she must adapt to her sudden loss
of power and fight against horrific odds to save her home.
Read This Book If You Don't Want a Story Richard Phillips 2019-09-03 Mr. Book With No Story wants his pages uncluttered by pictures and plot lines, but images,
questions, and ideas keep invading the unruly pages he is trying to police, ignoring his efforts to chase them away. Mr. Book is determined to share nothing with
readers, but his pages have other ideas. It turns out that Mr. Book’s big fear is having nothing worthwhile to say, but in this fun, zany tribute to the creative process, he
needn’t have worried. The bumbling blowhard of the first page inspires empathy and affection by the time the last page chimes in. The messages are simple: Stories are
fun, and all of us can tell them.
The Kasari Nexus Richard Phillips 2016-04-05 Jennifer Smythe escapes Earth's invasion by the insidious Kasari race, hijacks an alien starship, and survives the deadly
passage through a wormhole. But escape is short-lived.... When Jennifer emerges on the new world of Scion, she is confronted by the same deadly enemy. Now the
Kasari have sided with the planet's angel-like elite against the warrior underclass, but with the intent of ultimately ruling both. And when Jennifer is captured by the
brutish Koranthians, her alien-enhanced abilities make her a crucial asset in battling the Kasari and their winged allies. Back on a divided Earth, Jennifer's brother, Mark,
and Jack "the Ripper" Gregory wage their own war against the Kasari. As the global government welcomes the extraterrestrials, Mark, Jack, and their rebel faction seek
to use the powerful mind-altering skills gained from the Kasari's sworn enemies to repel the would-be conquerors. But faced with the might of Earth's ruling forces, has

the cause already been lost?
"If Each Comes Halfway" Kathryn S. March 2018-08-06 For twenty-five years, Kathryn S. March has collected the life stories of the women of a Buddhist Tamang
farming community in Nepal. In "If Each Comes Halfway", she shows the process by which she and Tamang women reached across their cultural differences to find
common ground. March allows the women's own words to paint a vivid portrait of their highland home. Because Tamang women frequently told their stories by singing
poetic songs in the middle of their conversations with March, each book includes a CD of traditional songs not recorded elsewhere. Striking photographs of the Tamang
people accent the book's written accounts and the CD's musical examples. In conversation and song, the Tamang open their sem—their "hearts-and-minds"—as they
address a broad range of topics: life in extended households, women's property issues, wage employment and out-migration, sexism, and troubled relations with other
ethnic groups. Young women reflect on uncertainties. Middle-aged women discuss obligations. Older women speak poignantly, and bluntly, about weariness and waiting
to die. The goal of March's approach to ethnography is to place Tamang women in control of how their stories are told and allow an unusually intimate glimpse into their
world.
The Second Ship Richard Phillips 2009-05-01 On the evening of July 3rd, 1947, two starships battled in the night sky over the American Southwest, sending both ships
crashing into the high desert. One of these ships was quickly discovered near Roswell, New Mexico, and spirited away, its existence officially denied by the US
Government. In August of 2006, three high school students accidentally discover something which leaves them entangled in a dark web of international espionage and
intrigue. Pursued by government agents and mercenary killers, they stumble upon something far more terrifying. Now, their only hope of survival may lie within The
Second Ship.
The Atlantis Plague A. G. Riddle 2015-06-04 EXTINCTION BECKONS. A pandemic unlike any before it is sweeping the globe. Nearly a billion people are already dead and those the Plague doesn't kill, it transforms at the genetic level. As chaos engulfs the world, the Immari emerge. A clandestine cabal that has spent millennia
planning for this moment, the Immari want the Plague to run its course, envisioning a world populated by genetically superior survivors - survivors they can control for
their own purposes... With the fate of the world hanging in the balance, geneticist Kate Warner searches for a cure to the Plague. Her journey takes her across the new
wastelands of Europe and northern Africa, but it's her research into the past that takes her where she never expected to go...
Cell Culture Engineering Gyun Min Lee 2020-01-13 Offers a comprehensive overview of cell culture engineering, providing insight into cell engineering, systems biology
approaches and processing technology In Cell Culture Engineering: Recombinant Protein Production, editors Gyun Min Lee and Helene Faustrup Kildegaard assemble
top class authors to present expert coverage of topics such as: cell line development for therapeutic protein production; development of a transient gene expression
upstream platform; and CHO synthetic biology. They provide readers with everything they need to know about enhancing product and bioprocess attributes using
genome-scale models of CHO metabolism; omics data and mammalian systems biotechnology; perfusion culture; and much more. This all-new, up-to-date reference
covers all of the important aspects of cell culture engineering, including cell engineering, system biology approaches, and processing technology. It describes the
challenges in cell line development and cell engineering, e.g. via gene editing tools like CRISPR/Cas9 and with the aim to engineer glycosylation patterns. Furthermore,
it gives an overview about synthetic biology approaches applied to cell culture engineering and elaborates the use of CHO cells as common cell line for protein
production. In addition, the book discusses the most important aspects of production processes, including cell culture media, batch, fed-batch, and perfusion processes
as well as process analytical technology, quality by design, and scale down models. -Covers key elements of cell culture engineering applied to the production of
recombinant proteins for therapeutic use -Focuses on mammalian and animal cells to help highlight synthetic and systems biology approaches to cell culture
engineering, exemplified by the widely used CHO cell line -Part of the renowned "Advanced Biotechnology" book series Cell Culture Engineering: Recombinant Protein
Production will appeal to biotechnologists, bioengineers, life scientists, chemical engineers, and PhD students in the life sciences.
Confessions of a Cafeteria Catholic Richard Phillips 2012-05 The thoughts contained here have more to do with me and my own perspective of life than the perspective
of any one established religious institution, Catholic or otherwise. That is perhaps the goal of all men and women who strive to find themselves and their God while
facing the joys and challenges of life, trying to find the faith that keeps them on the path of discovering who they are and what they believe. If we are true to our faith,
whatever that faith is, the most important thing is to listen to God, to His revealed message for us personally. God speaks to each of us personally, uniquely, speaking to
our own needs. These essays are intended to help open your mind to the possibility of asking questions, not about the veracity of the revealed Word of the Scriptures,
but about how we see our relationship with God and how we find our way home. I hope you will find this a useful tool in your own attempt at finding your path.
Once Dead Richard Phillips 2014-08-19 Jack Gregory, the CIA's top assassin, went rogue after a mission gone wrong. When a confrontation leaves him bleeding out on
death's doorstep, he is faced with an offer from a dark figure named Anchanchu. If Jack is willing to act as a human host for Anchanchu, the entity will revive him and

give him another shot at life. Jack takes the deal...but he must now face the consequences of having the same dark creature in his head as some of history's greatest
villains. Struggling with desires and memories that are not his own, Jack is not the man he once was. One year later, he is known internationally as The Ripper, assassin
for hire, and is faced with having to wrest control of his dark compulsions while preventing a nuclear attack on the United States. From the bestselling author of the Rho
Agenda trilogy comes a globe-spanning thriller with a twist unlike anything you've ever seen....
The Clouded Sky Megan Crewe 2016-10-04 The second book in Megan Crewe's scintillating science fiction trilogy -- now in paperback! Skylar never imagined that she'd
end up helping a boy from another planet search through Earth's history for a way to end his people's secret control over her world. But now that she's been drawn into
Win's group of rebels, she can't walk away until their mission is completed. Whisked to the immense space station that Win and the rest of the Kemyates call home,
Skylar discovers that even the rebels don't see her as an equal. Determined to prove herself amid her homesickness, she throws herself into the work to free Earth. Her
keen attention to detail and skill with numbers start to earn her colleagues' respect, but that doesn't make her position any less precarious. Not only must Sky navigate
the muddy waters of romance, but suspicions of betrayal grow among the rebels as their work narrowly misses sabotage.
Solo Acoustic Musician Michael Nichols 2021-05-04 Michael Nichols shares personal experiences and technical know-how from over 30 years as a live performer. In a
straightforward conversational voice, he lays out a dynamic vision for how to make a living and have fun being a solo musician.
Prognostics Kai Goebel 2017-04-03 Prognostics is the science of making predictions of engineering systems. It is part of a suite of techniques that determine whether a
system is behaving within nominal operational performance and - if it does not - that determine what is wrong and how long it will take until the system no longer fulfills
certain functional requirements. This book presents the latest developments and research findings on the topic of prognostics by the Prognostics Center of Excellence at
NASA Ames Research Center. The book is intended to provide a practitioner with an understanding of the foundational concepts as well as practical tools to perform
prognostics and health management on different types of engineering systems and in particular to predict remaining useful life.
Archangel One Evan Currie 2019-09 An elite squadron must go undercover behind enemy lines in this thrilling new space adventure from the author of the Odyssey One
series. Humanity has reached an uneasy truce with the Empire--but unless the allies bring the fight to the enemy, extinction is all but assured. In preparation for the
inevitable next war, Commander Stephen Michaels is at the helm of the Archangel Squadron, and his orders are simple: go rogue. Disguised as mercenaries,
Commander Michaels and the Archangels seek valuable intelligence on their imposing foe. Their mission takes them deep into uncharted territory, where they make
inroads with the Empire, fiercely guarding their true identities and purpose. Fighting for the enemy goes against everything they stand for, but these are desperate times.
As their deception increases, so does the risk. With the Empire's deadliest secrets within reach, Commander Michaels and the Archangels accept a mission that will take
them even deeper into the Imperial fold. They know all too well that one wrong step won't just end their lives--it could end their entire civilization.
Child Welfare Research Review Richard P. Barth 1994 This volume culls the most important and provocative research and policy analysis in the child welfare field and is
an essential guide for understanding the burgeoning field of children's services.
Fractured State Steven Konkoly 2016-05-17 2035. The United States is in ruin due to a drought. California is a state on the verge of secession. Nathan Fisher is a man
on the run with his family after an accidental witness to a clandestine military-style operation. Fisher and his loved ones must somehow stay a step ahead of their
relentless pursuers, navigating a ruined world in a desperate search for sanctuary.
The Atlantis World A. G. Riddle 2015-01-10 Geneticist Kate Warner and counter-terrorism agent David Vale have prevented a fierce plague from wiping out humanity but the struggle to survive is far from over.
Optimal Transport Methods in Economics Alfred Galichon 2018-08-14 Optimal Transport Methods in Economics is the first textbook on the subject written especially for
students and researchers in economics. Optimal transport theory is used widely to solve problems in mathematics and some areas of the sciences, but it can also be
used to understand a range of problems in applied economics, such as the matching between job seekers and jobs, the determinants of real estate prices, and the
formation of matrimonial unions. This is the first text to develop clear applications of optimal transport to economic modeling, statistics, and econometrics. It covers the
basic results of the theory as well as their relations to linear programming, network flow problems, convex analysis, and computational geometry. Emphasizing
computational methods, it also includes programming examples that provide details on implementation. Applications include discrete choice models, models of
differential demand, and quantile-based statistical estimation methods, as well as asset pricing models. Authoritative and accessible, Optimal Transport Methods in
Economics also features numerous exercises throughout that help you develop your mathematical agility, deepen your computational skills, and strengthen your
economic intuition. The first introduction to the subject written especially for economists Includes programming examples Features numerous exercises throughout Ideal

for students and researchers alike
Merriam-Webster's Rhyming Dictionary Merriam-Webster, Inc 2002 "New! An easy-to-use, alphabetical guide for creating rhymes. Features 55,000 headwords with
pronunciations at every entry. Lists arranged alphabetically and by number of syllables, with thousands of cross-references to guide readers to correct entries."
A Sky Unbroken Megan Crewe 2015-11-10 The riveting conclusion to the Earth & Sky trilogy. The rebels have been disbanded, their plans in ruins. Captured by the
Enforcers, Skylar and a small group of Earthlings find themselves herded into the Kemyates' living museum: basically, a human zoo. Skylar's companions are
bewildered, terrified, and ignorant of their true situation, and Skylar is afraid to tell them more. Their lives hang on the Kemyates' whim. Those Skylar trusted most have
betrayed her. Any move she makes could result in the extinction of her people ... but giving in means giving up any hope of regaining their freedom. Returned home, Win
has kept his life only by playing along with the story his former leader has spun to protect the rebels from sanction, but he can't stand knowing Skylar is imprisoned or
watching his fellow Kemyates swallow the Council's lies about Earth. Win resolves to bring the truth to the Kemyate public and see the Earthlings finally freed ... though
to do so he'll have to set aside caution and openly challenge those who rule his world. But neither Skylar nor Win are prepared when they uncover an even deeper
conspiracy of betrayals and deceit--one that could push the uncertain future they're fighting for completely out of reach.
Duty and Desire Book Club Edition Anju Gattani 2021-01-27 To uphold family honor and tradition, Sheetal Prasad is forced to forsake the man she loves and marry
playboy millionaire Rakesh Dhanraj while the citizens of Raigun, India, watch in envy. On her wedding night, however, Sheetal quickly learns that the stranger she
married is as cold as the marble floors of the Dhanraj mansion. Forced to smile at family members and cameras and pretend there's nothing wrong with her marriage,
Sheetal begins to discover that the family she married into harbors secrets, lies and deceptions powerful enough to tear apart her world. With no one to rely on and no
escape, Sheetal must ally with her husband in an attempt to protect her infant son from the tyranny of his family.sion.
Curse of the Chosen Richard Phillips 2018-02-20 The fight against primordial evil continues, and the stakes have never been higher... Kragan, wielder of dark magic,
has failed to vanquish the light in Lorness Carol Rafel, the woman prophesied to destroy him. Now Kragan has leveled a new threat against her: an unholy order of foul
priests enlisted to storm her stronghold and destroy her and her companions once and for all. Lorness Carol is waiting. In the valley of Misty Hollow, she's finally
conquered her fear of her magic. She has awakened a new power within her: the ability to manipulate minds. But even Carol is unprepared for where this new battle will
take her. For her brother, Lord Alan, is unwittingly fulfilling a prophecy as well. As the Chosen of the Dread Lord, he is amassing an army of feared soldiers--a battalion
that could save the world, or pitch his sister's legacy into everlasting darkness.
The Dystopia Chronicles Matthew Mather 2014-08-12 The second book in the bestselling Atopia series. Cast out from Atopia, Robert Baxter undertakes a globe-trotting
quest to find his friend Willy's lost body, which just may hold the key to understanding the dangers facing his home...and Jimmy Scadden's role in the disasters that are
spreading across the world. As Robert pieces together the puzzle, he realizes that mankind's ravenous consumption of natural resources is no longer the most
immediate threat to this world. As full-scale global war erupts and an ancient apocalyptic threat resurfaces, Robert must risk losing the ones he loves to save the planet
from destruction.
The Atopia Chronicles Matthew Mather 2014-01-07 Book 1 of the Atopia Series! In the near future, to escape the crush and clutter of a packed and polluted Earth, the
world s elite flock to Atopia, an enormous corporate-owned artificial island in the Pacific Ocean. It is there that Dr. Patricia Killiam rushes to perfect the ultimate in virtual
reality: a program to save the ravaged Earth from mankind s insatiable appetite for natural resources. A strong narrative with several distinct voices propels the listener
through this brave new world, painting a powerful and compelling vision of a society that promises everyone salvation with passage to an addictive, escapist alternative
reality."
Quiet Children and the Classroom Teacher James C. McCroskey 1991-01-01 Intended to assist educators at all levels to teach students who are quiet, the first part of
this book (The Quiet Ones: Why Are They So Quiet?) presents a summary of current theory and research concerning quiet children and their low willingness to
communicate. The second part of the book (Working with Quiet Children) includes specific suggestions for facilitating these children's classroom functioning. Sections of
the book are: Why are Children Quiet?; Different Kinds of Quiet Children; Effects of Quietness; Quiet People in School; Self-Analysis for Teachers; Identifying Quiet
Students; Personal Report of Communication Fear Measure; Developing a Communication-Responsive Classroom; Working with Communication-Apprehensive
Children; and Referring Students for Special Help. A list of 27 recommended readings is attached. (RS)
Immune Richard Phillips 2012-10-30 Anyone who dares challenge the Rho Project is being systematically picked off. At the top of the hit man's death list: NSA fixer Jack
Gregory, and the three teenagers who first exposed the Rho Project's dark agenda to the world. On the run for their lives, Heather, Mark, and Jennifer know that the Rho
Project's alien nano-technology has been released into the world, disguised as a miracle cure. But what they don't yet know is that the serum has taken on a life of its

own, modifying human DNA in a way that even its engineers cannot control--one that will alter the very fabric of humanity.
Messenger of Death David Buttery 2008 "Captain Louis Nolan delivered the order that started one of the most famous blunders in all military history -- the charge of the
Light Brigade. Nolan's conduct and the charge itself have been the subject of intense, sometimes bitter debate ever since ... Yet there has been no recent biography of
Nolan. He remains an ambiguous, controversial figure to this day. In this ... study, David Buttery reassesses Nolan the man and looks at his entire career. There was
much more to Louis Nolan than his fatal role in the charge ... It offers the reader an inside view of the most notorious episode of that war, the charge at Balaklava on 25
October 1854"--Jacket.
Wormhole Richard Phillips 2012-11-20 When the Rho Project's lead scientist, Dr. Donald Stephenson, is imprisoned for his crimes against humanity, the world dares to
think the threat posed by the Rho Project's alien technologies is finally over. The world is wrong. In Switzerland, scientists working on the Large Hadron Collider have
discovered a new threat, a scientific anomaly capable of destroying the earth -- and only Rho Project technology can stop it. In exchange for a full pardon, Dr.
Stephenson agrees to create a wormhole that will send the anomaly into deep space. But his promise masks the alien agenda that brought the Rho Ship to earth. Now a
trio of accidentally altered humans must infiltrate Stephenson's wormhole project and stop it, no matter the cost. The final battle has begun -- and this is one battle
mankind cannot afford to lose.
Extinction Point Paul Antony Jones 2013 First comes the red rain: a strange, scarlet downpour from a cloudless sky that spreads across cities, nations, and the entire
globe. In a matter of panicked hours, every living thing on earth succumbs to swift, bloody death. With only wits, weapons, and a bicycle, Emily must undertake a
grueling journey across a country that's turning increasingly alien. For though she fears she's been left to inherit the earth, the truth is far more terrifying than a lifetime of
solitude.
Into the Black Evan Currie 2012 "Beyond the confines of our small world, far from the glow of our star, lies a galaxy and universe much larger and more varied than
anyone on Earth can possibly imagine. For the new NAC spacecraft Odyssey and her crew, the unimaginable facets of this untouched world are about to become
reality. The Odyssey's maiden voyage is an epic adventure destined to make history. Captain Eric Weston and his crew, pushing past the boundaries of security,
encounter horrors, wonders, monsters, and people, all of which will test their resolve, challenge their abilities, and put in sharp relief what is necessary to be a hero. A
first-rate military science fiction epic that combines old-school space opera and modern storytelling, Into the Black: Odyssey One is a riveting, exhilarating adventure
with vivid details, rich mythology, and relentless pacing"--P. [4] of cover.
In Ashes Born Nathan Lowell 2016 An old friend. A new course. A deadly ship with a secret cargo. Ishmael Wang returns to Port Newmar but ghosts from his past have
followed him. His old shipmate, Phillip Carstairs, offers him the opportunity to track down the man who killed his lover. The catch? He must take command of the
Chernyakova, a ship that still stinks of death and haunts Ishmael's nightmares. Together, Phillip and Ismael begin a journey into unknown reaches of the Deep Dark to
bring back the man who killed Greta.
Stm32 Arm Programming for Embedded Systems Muhammad Ali Mazidi 2018-05-14 This book covers the peripheral programming of the STM32 Arm chip. Throughout
this book, we use C language to program the STM32F4xx chip peripherals such as I/O ports, ADCs, Timers, DACs, SPIs, I2Cs and UARTs. We use STM32F446RE
NUCLEO Development Board which is based on ARM(R) Cortex(R)-M4 MCU. Volume 1 of this series is dedicated to Arm Assembly Language Programming and
Architecture. See our website for other titles in this series: www.MicroDigitalEd.com You can also find the tutorials, source codes, PowerPoints and other support
materials for this book on our website.
Debt of Honor Christopher G. Nuttall 2020-05-19 From the ashes of one galactic war stirs an ever greater threat in an epic new Kat Falcone series from bestselling
author Christopher G. Nuttall. A year ago, the war against the Theocracy ended. But it didn't bring peace. Admiral Kat Falcone was lucky--her side won the war. But
without an external threat, Kat's homeworld government, the Commonwealth, begins to burst. The galactic war may be over, but there is a civil war on the horizon. The
king and parliament disagree over the Commonwealth's future. The Commonwealth's first recession is plaguing corporations. Hundreds of thousands of people have lost
their jobs. And the colonies are demanding their share of power. The Commonwealth has become a ticking time bomb, just waiting to explode. Meanwhile, the
Theocracy is making one final, desperate bid for power. As the external threat looms and the internal threat grows ever larger, Kat and William will need to join forces in
order to save the Commonwealth. But it may already be too late.
The Sound of Rain Gregg Olsen 2016-12-13 Former homicide detective Nicole Foster has hit rock bottom. Driven off the force by her treacherous partner and lover,
she's flat broke and struggling with a gambling addiction. All Nicole has left is the dream of a warm bed at a homeless shelter and the haunting memories of three-yearold Kelsey Chase--whose murder case ended her career. As Nicole obsesses over the old facts, she realizes everything about that case felt off: a disinterested mom, a

suicidal pedophile, and too many questions left unanswered. When the little girl's grieving father begs Nicole for help, she's drawn back into the investigation...and given
one shot at redemption. But the deeper Nicole digs, the more evil she uncovers, including betrayals that hit painfully close to home. Will a shocking discovery be the key
to finally getting justice for Kelsey and resurrecting her own life?
Brilliance Marcus Sakey 2013 Federal agent Nick Cooper draws on his supernatural ability to eliminate terrorists to hunt down a dangerous man who committed a
horrific massacre on Wall Street that left hundreds dead and injured.
Dead Wrong Richard Phillips 2015-01-06 An ex-CIA assassin travels to Bolivia in a race to rescue a popular shaman, hoping to reach him before Sun Staff, the National
Security Agency or neo-Nazis do. By the author of Once Dead. Original.
Written in Fire Marcus Sakey 2016-01-05 The explosive conclusion to the bestselling Brilliance Trilogy For thirty years humanity struggled to cope with the brilliants, the
1 percent of people born with remarkable gifts. For thirty years we tried to avoid a devastating civil war. We failed. The White House is a smoking ruin. Madison Square
Garden is an internment camp. In Wyoming, an armed militia of thousands marches toward a final, apocalyptic battle. Nick Cooper has spent his life fighting for his
children and his country. Now, as the world staggers on the edge of ruin, he must risk everything he loves to face his oldest enemy--a brilliant terrorist so driven by his
ideals that he will sacrifice humanity's future to achieve them. From "one of our best storytellers" (Michael Connelly) comes the blistering conclusion to the acclaimed
series that is a "forget-to-pick-up-milk, forget-to-water-the-plants, forget-to-eat total immersion experience" (Gillian Flynn).
Prophecy's Daughter Richard Phillips 2018-01-09 The epic fantasy continues as Lorness Carol's burgeoning magical powers are the only hope in a destined war
between good and primordial evil... "The silent one in the west has awakened." A tantalizing message reignites Kragan's centuries-old fury to find and exterminate the
unwitting young adversary prophesied to destroy him. One step ahead of her pursuer, Lorness Carol, a warlord's daughter and magic wielder, has led her people to a
new stronghold in a verdant valley. Here, she's been reunited with Blade, the assassin she has loved since childhood. But her spell book holds the secrets to powers
she never imagined--powers that are not only expanding her abilities but challenging her sanity. As Carol grows more desperate to learn and control the powers of
enchantment she was born to wield, Kragan and his minions wage a war to destroy Carol's destiny before it's realized. But if her people require the summoning of an
ancient darkness to save them, then by all the gods, she will bring it.
Half Share Nathan Lowell 2013-08-13 Six months in the Deep Dark. Four different women. One man discovers what it means to be a spacer. It's a time of change on the
Lois McKendrick. Sarah Krugg joins the crew and Ishmael Wang moves to Environmental. After getting accustomed to life aboard a solar clipper, Ishmael must learn a
whole new set of skills, face his own fears and doubts, and try to balance love and loss in the depths of space. Both Ishmael and Sarah must learn to live by the mantra,
"Trust Lois." For Sarah, there is the hope of escaping a horrifying past. For Ishmael, he must discover what type of man he wants to become and learn that his choices
have consequences. Return with the crew of the SC Lois McKendrick, and set sail in the next installment of the Trader's Tales from the Golden Age of the Solar Clipper.
All your favorites return: Ish, Pip, Cookie, Brill, Diane, and Big Bad Bev. You might even discover some new friends as you travel among the stars.
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